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Senior engineers design campus clocb tower
Cheryl Korthuis
Staff Writer
Spring is just around the corner
at Dordt, and that means three things:
severe cabin fever, midterms and senior engineering design projects.
One
of this year's groups is busy using their
four years of engineering knowledge
to design a clock tower for Dordl. The
team inciudes Chris Wyenberg, Ashley
Prins and Craig Bielema. Their project is
called, "Dordt College Clock Tower: It's
About Time."
Chris Wyenberg is working on the
clock controller circuitry, Ashley Prins is
working on the gearing of the clock, and
Craig Bielema is working on a solar calendar and sun dial that will be incorporated in the tower.
The idea for a clock tower started
as a joke in the Senior Design class.
The class was brainstorming for project
ideas, and Bielema raised his hand to
share the ciock tower idea. Most of the
class laughed, but when it came time to
decide, BielemB asked Pnm! and Wyenberg, who had been joking about the
idea, to make it a reality.
They began by meeting with President Zylstra--who "gave positive feedback,"--and with the landscaping design
team. Dordt is getting a facelift, and the
landscaping team thought "a clock tower
would be a good focal point," said Wyenberg.
The team contemplated the archi-

clock will cast figures onto labeled parts
of the ground, indicating the month.
The team would like to incorporate
the work of all different majors into the
clock tower. They imagine a glass column clock, where plants from the Biology department could grow inside. Also,
the team is trying to incorporate the Reformed perspective into the clock. The
group thought about including a cross
and inscribing verses about time-stewardship. "Modern culture sees time as
a reminder for efficiency, but we want
the clock to represent the stewardship of
time," said Wyenberg.
Prins, Bielema and Wyenberg are
not the only ones getting excited about
a clock tower. The design team has a
Facebook group with 351 members
called, "Say Yes to a Dordt College Clock
Tower."
"Will it be controlled by the US.
Alomic Clock? All the cool clocks are
doing il. .. ," asi<s Dan De Jong, an active
(;raig Bielema, Ashley Prins and Chris Wyenberg
tecture of the clock, but their engineering project will focus on the mechanics
of the clock. The clock will have four
faces, and the controller will have a master clock, using a signal to communicate
with the faces. The master clock will run
on atomic time, using a radio signal from
Fort Collins, Co., said Wyenberg.
"The clock will. compensate for

discuss the clock tower plans.

the relativistic changes that elevation
causes," said a smirking Wyenberg.
The gearbox will only have one motor to run the clock. A semicircular sundial with perforated numbers will come
out of the clock. Bielema is designing the
sundial so that the time of day will be centered on a line from the clock. The clock
will also host a solar calender, where the

gineering team also made a blog site at
dcclocktower.blogspol.com.
Several people have wondered
about the aesthetic appeal of the potential clock. The design team hopes that
the clock will blend with the new sign
and landscaping improvements. "A clock
tower would bring a professional ambiance to the campus," said Wyenberg.
The group will present their clock
tower project in April, when the senior
design projects are due.

Calvin Dean speabs on climate change
Jacob Kroeze
Staff Writer
Dr. Janel Curry, Dean of Research
and Scholarship at Calvin College gave
two lectures in SB 101. The first explored
a case study in New Zealand where nature, social structures and morality combined with market-based policy to arrive
at a solution. She provided another solution that involves relationship-based
policy.
Relationship based ideas continued
in Curry's second lecture as she tackled
climate change and different Christian
responses. Trying to answer the problem of a variety of ideas, solutions and
responses to climate change from one
religion, Christianity, Curry attempted to
encourage communication
among the
different denominations.
Despite the idea that "when ministers and politicians start talking about
consensus," you should "grab your wallet," Dr. Janel Curry attempted to provide

a positive angle to attack the problem of
climate change and a diverse church.
We should work with different cultures of
beliefs, not against them. Each denomination or section of the church can provide resources to develop responsible
creation care.
According to Curry, to effectively
.engage different cultures of beliefs, we
need to understand their beliefs and
views, the difference between religion
and culture, and above all we need to
listen. Curry explained different beliefs
as they address the future (eschatology),
their integration of humanity, nature and
God (integration), and their understanding of responsibility to creation.
For example, a farmer in Northwest Iowa noticed that there were fewer
birds around in the 1980s during the farm
crisis. When asked why this might be,
he explained that people were more depressed instead of pointing to land usage
as the problem. His beliefs led to an integration of people and nature, which led

to his idea that depressed people make
birds leave the area.
In the United States, Curry explained that a dispensationalist
view
combines with individualism and the freemarket into a religious culture. Rather
than Christians creating culture, the
American theocracy creates seemingly
odd ideas about an earth created only for
humanity's interests and an earth that will
not be hurt but will continue to rejuvenate
itself. As James Watt, former Secretary
of the Interior, is quoted, "We don't need
to protect the environment, the second
coming is at hand."
Another view, often called Calvinist
or reformed, emphasizes the complete
integration between humanity, God and
nature, as in a web. The relationships
are complex, and so the problem is
equally complex.
Curry summarized the proper Christian response with the saying, "Every
complex problem has a simple solution,
and it is wrong."
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Bombings threaten India-Pabistan peace. process
Joel Veldkamp
'Staff Writer
The Samjhauta Express was once
a symbol of reconciliation between bitter
enemies. Traveling from New Delhi in
northern India to the Pakistani border, the
train, whose very name means "friendship," carried citizens of the two rival nations peacefully across the border.
That image was shattered two Sundays ago, when unknown attackers set
off bombs on the Express. The explosions, which apparently were caused by
crude bombs and bottles full of gasoline,
set two of the train's coaches on fire, The
driver of the train did not immediately realize what was going on, and the train did
not stop until an assistant station manager saw fire shooting from the train cars.
As is standard in India for security
reasons, the windows of the coaches
were barred, and the heat of the fire
fused one of the train doors shut, trapping dozens of people inside the burning train. Rajinder Prasad, an Indian laborer, raced to the scene of the fire with
his neighbors to try to throw water on the
flames. "We couldn't save anyone," he
said. "They were screaming inside, but

no one could get out." At least 68 people
were killed in the fire.
The attackers have not yet been
identified, but the Indian government has
rounded up a group of suspects and released sketches of two men who apparently jumped off the train soon before the
explosions.
The attacks came at a crucial point
in peace talks between India and Pakistan
that have been ongoing since 2004. The
two countries have been hostile toward
each other since their bloody separation
in 1947. After Great Britain granted India
independence that year, largely Muslim
Pakistan broke away from the rest of majority-Hindu India. Since that time, India
and Pakistan have quarreled over control
of the predominately Muslim province of
Kashmir. India and Pakistan fought two
wars over Kashmir, which resulted in the
province being split between the two nations, with two-thirds in Indian hands, In
recent times, Kashmir has been the site
of fighting between the Indian military
and Muslim militants, The conflict has
claimed the lives of 50,000 people.
Muslim militants fighting for control
of Kashmir were behind an attack on the
Indian parliament in December 2001,

closely following the 9/11 attacks.
India claimed that Pakistan was
behind the attack, a claim which
nearly led to war between the two
countries - both of which possess
nuclear weapons, and have made
clear their willingness
to use
them. In July 2005, a set of train
bombings in Mumbai (or Bombay), India, killed 207 people. India also blamed those attacks on
Pakistan, claiming that elements
of Pakistani intelligence had dealt
with the attackers.
While it is not known if the at- .
tackers behind the bombing of the
Samjhauta Express were Muslim
insurgents or Hindu extremists, it
seems clear that their goal was to
derail the peace process, since
the attack occurred two days before the Pakistani foreign minister was
due to arrive in the Indian capital. Trying
to avoid a breakdown in the talks, both
India and Pakistan have deliberately
avoided blaming the other nation and
have pledged to cooperate in bringing
the attackers to justice. (The majority of
the victims in the bombing were Pakistani Muslims traveling home froni a visit
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to India.) However, last Friday President
Abdul Kalam of India pointedly declared
that if the talks are to succeed, Pakistan
must not "permit any territory under its
control to be used to support terrorism
in any manner." Whether the attack on
the Samjhauta Express ends up bringing these adversaries together or driving
them apart remains to be seen.

rr-ilnae
Jessica Braunschweig
UPI Correspondent
The Institute for Progressive Christianity (IPC) is saying' "I do" -'-- to biblical,
gay marriage. But voices on the conservative right are saying they don't - and
the Bible does not - agree. .
"We believe that God is reflected
by gay people in their marriage," said
Zeus Yiamouyiannis, co-founder of IPC,
a new think tank that is seeKing to honor
God through revolutionary, theological
acceptance of gay marriage.
The IPC went public with this belief
in their Feb 23-24 Winter Symposium:
"Countering Fundamentalism: Christian
Gospel as a Basis for Progressive Social Action." The two-day conference was
held at the First Church in Cambridge in
Cambridge, MA. It represented the IPC's
progressive, biblically-based beliefs that
are reflections of Jesus' message and
ministry in the Gospels.
Yiamouyiannis
said that Jesus
came to test and transform the old Law.
The IPC is following Jesus' motto of compassionate radicalism and inclusion by
biblically defending gay marriage today.
-He said the IPC is "seeking to change
both the political and theological dialog in
America to reflect values that are seen in
the message of Jesus: healing the sick,
uplifting the poor and peacemaking."
News of the symposium led to
less-than-peaceful remarks from voices
on the conservative right. Peter Sprigg,
vice president for policy at the Family
Research Council said the IPC is ignor-

ing clear-cut, biblical condemnation for
homosexuality. While the IPC can make
whatever theological arguments they
want, they cannot say that "their position
is rooted in the biblical witness," he said.
The IPC stands strong in their belief
that homosexuality reflects the diversity
of God. The symposium's key feature
was Saturday's hard-hitting panel discussion on homosexual marriage, which
went "beyond the present discourse toward an affirmative and authoritative
honoring of gay seekers of faith," said
Yiamouyiannis.
Discussions also traced the U.S.
history of the progressive Christian tradition of abolitionism, civil rights, and
other economic and social justice issues,
connecting it to the legisiative right for
gay marriage today. Otis Gattis III, IPC
co-founder, emphasized the words of Jesus: the persecuted shall inherit the earth
- that includes the poor, black, immigrants and homosexuals. Gattis' paper,
"The Kingdom of God and the Witness of
Gay Marriage" was featured at the conference. The paper represents innovative
theology because it's one of the first to
say, "If homosexuality is fine, then what
does it mean?"
To the conservative right, it means
that the IPC has gone dangerously beyond biblical theology. Matt Barber,
Concerned Women for America's policy
director for cultural issues, said, "This is
just blatant rationalization of sin - what
is called an abomination in Scripture
- they're trying to seek out Biblical justification for what there's only condemnation for." He called the entire symposium
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"a propaganda tool" meant to undermine
the institutions of marriage and family.
Yiamouyiannis said the IPC is seeking to bring forward a faith that will help
yield discussion and growth among each
other through the Spirit. "We're not trying
to push some kind of ideology." He criticized the conservative approach to push
for re-programming
homosexuals and
not acceptinq the God-given diversity
they reflect. "The people on the religious
right are not sharing grief and bread with
the homosexuals. The loving is just not
happening."
The stated goal of the IPC is to
spread the love of Christ through progressive Kingdom interaction. They say
their progressive Christian mission is
rooted in core Christian Gospel values,
which they apply to "challenging issues
of personal faith, public policy, family and
the com mon good."
Barber said the IPC is taking Jesus' progressive nature out of context.
Progressive doesn't mean moral relativism, he said. Barber referenced the Bible
verse that "'they will call good evil and
evil good' and that's clearly what we're
seeing here."
The IPC believes in their progressive theology and is willing to take the
risks in order to further the true message
of Jesus. The symposium saught to educate people about the growing progressive Christian movement and ways to
take part in battling the intolerance of the
religious right. It also discussed ways to
move their policy agenda ahead - locally in Massachusetts and around the
U.S. The IPC integrated the topic of gay

marriage within the topics of science and
Scripture, life and death, war and peace,
intolerance, human dignity and human
sexuality.
The IPC recognizes that far too often, in the U.S., the assumed meaning of
religion is conservative Christianity, "and
that needs to change," said Gattis.
The IPC believes the Winter Symposium is a step in the right direction for
the issue of gay marriage. Gattis said,
"The Christian Gospel is all about Jesus
going into places where he's not supposed to be and this is a place where the
Church and society has said that God is
not."
Jessica Braunschweig is currently studying abroad
in Washington DC as a reporter for United Press
International. This analysis was published on Feb-

.

ruary 21, 2007 on Re/igionAndSpirituality.com.
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PLIA and AMOR:

Let's get creative

Developing a healthy attitude
Micah Schuurman
Staff Writer
Spring break is just around the corner. It is a time whes Dordt students look
forward to spring break as a time to step
out of the classroom in order to get away
from the drudgery of learning. While
many students will let thetime slide by,
a large number will climb into a fieet of
vans destined for PLiA work sites.
However, there are problems with
f h discussions that surround
some ate
PLIA . S ome people talk about PLiA and
AMOR' In terms af "gOing out and making
'ff
" If th
I
I f PLIA'
a d I erence.
13 on y goa a
IS to
make a material difference, then PLiA is
hardly the best way of doing so. It sometimes costs several hundred dollars per
person to send students to these sites.
AMOR costs even more. If the sole
goal is to help people with their physical
needs, it would be much more stewardly
to write a check and hire local people to
do the same work.
If students want to make a difference in the physical situation of the peopie they serve, they shouldn't treat PLiA
as an end in itself. Rather, they should
treatPLlAasatasteofwhatalifedevoted
to development work ;s eally like.
shoul
ink of AMOR as a training facility where students can prepare to spend
the rest of their lives serving others.
Fortunately, there is much more to
PLiA and AMOR than "making a difference." PLiA and AMOR teach students
about living in a global community. The
vision statement of PLiA reads, "To challenge one another to grow as servants
through cross-cultural communities in
which we are encouraged to put love into
action."

Asb·Alvin •••
What should I do?
Are
you
serious?
U h h ...
gee
z .
Well, this
is only one
guy spew'ing
his
random
thoughts
and commands.
As
long

Jeremy Westra

as you keep this in mind, I think we'll be
okay.
1) Drink more tea - A few weeks ago,
I woke up with bees stinging my throat
every time I would swallow. I only get sick
once or twice a year, but when I get sick,
I go crazy sick and eventually start thinking about who of my loved ones would
get which of my awesome stuff. I wasn't

Phil Van Maanen
Guest Writer

The PLiA information sheet goes
on to list the stated goals of PLiA which
include: "to share Christ's love with peopie in whose communities we work," [to
promote] community interaction, [to promote] service oriented lifestyle, [to facilitate] exposure to different cultures, [to]
work with ministries around the country
and encourage them in their work, to
stretch and challenge students spiritually
and mentally [and] to assist and encourage the growth of the .ministry centers
with which we are working."
The goals of PLiA don't even mention making a difference in the lives of
the people who live in Mississippi or New
Mexico or New Jersey. Rather, nearly
every goal focuses on the students who
go on PLiA. In the end, PLiA is indeed
dedicated to making a difference. PLiA
makes a difference in the lives of the
students who go on PLiA. The founders of PLiA designed PLiA primarily to be
a place for students to grow and learn.
When students leave campus for PLiA
and AMOR, they do not take a break
from their education. Rather, they step
out of a small classroom, into a much
larger classroom.

Dordt has a lot of talent and creativity for such a small college. However, the creativity is quite lacking in one
area where it should shine, specifically
in dorm names. The names of Dordt's
dorm buildings (excluding Covenant)
are quite dull. Naming a building based
on its location is not creative or original:
West Hall, East Hall, North Hall. If the
buildings had real names it would add
. value to the campus, boost morale and
maybe even bring in a few extra dollars.
Besides, it can't be that difficult to give a
building a real name. Buildings can be
named after influential people or objects
found in the vicinity. For instance, many
Dordt-ites are Calvinists so instead of
North Hall, it could be called J.C. Halt
What about East Hall? It's surrounded
by grass so it could be named Turf Hall.
Another option would be to auction off
the names-that is, name a dorm building after Dordt's biggest financial supporter.
The uninspired names go beyond
the buildings; the dorm floor names
couklUllEla~"_WelbCt.lm!lrlGy,1f
requireS an entire sentence to describe
one's cam us r .
swea s irts that
say "East Hall, Third Floor, North Wing,
West Side, Eighth Door, Second Bunk
Girls: From the' Shirts, I can figure out
the person lived in some QQI1Tl room in
some building, but if wanted to actuaUy
locate where, I would end up walking in
Circles.
If dorm-mates want to express the
special bond they'have with each. other
on their clothing, then they should have
the right to do so uninhibited by ex·
hllustive dorm-floor names. The long

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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sale purpose of PLiA is to benefit students. After all, the first stated goal of
PLiA is to "share Christ's love with people
in whose communities we work." Students who go on PLiA are ambassadors
for Christ. The name PLiA (Putting Love
Into Action) says it all. Students who go
on PLiA should focus on letting the love
of Christ shine through their actions rather than trying to figure out whether they
made a difference.
about to punk out and get sick so-early in
the year, so I drank three cups of tea that
day (green, red and black). Even though
I got four hours of sleep that night, I woke
up and felt so good that I jumped out of
bed and punched my roommate in the
hamstring (he's taller than me).
Note: If you're really not a tea drinker
(for some reason), there's a juice brand
called Naked and there's a POUND OF
FRUIT in each bottle. Do it.
2) Stop crying for attention - It's stupid and it doesn't really work. Not in the
long run, anyway. There are two kinds of
people who will help you out when you
put your MSN id as "humph!" People who
don't think enough to realize that you're
a whiny little kid and just give in to pleasing people and/or your friends. And your
friends are good enough to sacrifice their
personal integrity by giving in to the huge
problems that you have. Okay, yes, you
may very well have huge problems, and
I'm not saying that you're not allowed
to call on your friends to listen and, if
so called for, to give you, say, advice or
anything (hal). But the execution, people!

a

Naomi De Boer

names also prevent students from truly
expressing the pride they have for their
floor because the usable space on clothing is very limited. The floor names take
up a majority of the clothing leaving no
room to add fun phrases that describe
the dorm experience in that hall.
I have a T-shirt from my first year at
college that is very simple but can tell an
entire story: "Birch Stevenson Riot Free
Since 2004." I lived in Birch Stevenson
(now that's what I call a name!) at Iowa
State University. Stevenson is the floor
tll\ll!lton. Evety1loorln every dorm had
its Own name. The bOilding I lived in is

Don't dance around it by making them ask
you what's wrong. Just approach someone who cares about you and be patient.
They'll close their Theology books for a
while and listen to you and your "I don't
want to do homework!"
3) Listen to "The Crane Wife" by The
Decemberists. One word to describe this
gem of an album is groove. Their second track ("The Island: Come & SeelThe
Landlord's DaughterlYou'li Not Feel The
Drowning") is 12 minutes and 26 seconds
of a gorgeous story and is a journey in
itself, not to mention full of bold and playful instrumentals. They also have a song
called "Shankill Butchers" (track 7) that, if
you're going on your fourth straight hour
in the darkroom alone, will freak you out
more than that zombie-baby in Dawn of
the Dead. And that was one freaky zombie-baby.
4) Watch more "Scrubs" - I mean, it's on
whenever you're in the dorm anyway. It's
on early in the morning, during the breaks
between classes, and late at night after
you get back from your doughnut run.

buildings grouped together. The other
two buildings are called Welch and Roberts. If you crossed the street you would
find the Maple, Willow and Larch dorm
buildings, and Friley HaNwas just across
campus.
If someone asked me where my
room was, all I had to say was 'Birch
Stevenson: It just rolls off the tongue. If
I asked a Dordt student where his room
was, he would tell me "West Hall, First
Floor, North Wing: How does that roll
off the tongue?

You can watch it with your boys, you can
watch it with the girls down the hall, or
you can watch it by yourself and not feel
lonely. It has good clean fun AND it has
raunchy Todd humor. They have a decent
cameo every once in a while (Michael
J. Fox!), and--except for the time they
played "One Thing" by Finger Eleven,
and I threw my bowl of Cinnamon Toast
Crunch at my OTHER roommate-Zach
Braff plays a good song while he explains
the semi-moral/theme at the end of each
20 minutes of funny. Short list of bands
who have had songs on the show: OK
Go, Cary Brothers, The Decemberists,
The Shins, Colin Hay, Dr. Ore.
5) Email in questions to the Diamond
(diamond@dordt.edu)- unless you want
to read more of my own condescending opinions. I'm trying to tone down the
condescension for Lent. Or did I give up
swearing for Lent? I could go all year
long; I have a lot of opinions and condescension bottled up in me, but I should
probably put some focus in my writing
every once in a while.
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_ Photos courtesy of Adam Britt

On March 8, the SoulForce

bus will bring Equality

riders to Oordt to dialogue

with students

and faculty

about the issue of homosexuality.

An
interveiw
with
Adam
Britt:
The Dordt stop coordinator of the Equality Ride speabs candidly about Soul Force
A: Yes, as does Soulforce

Emily Sajdak, a writer for the Diamond,
recently interviewed Adam Britt, the
Dordt stop coordinator for the Equality
Ride; SoulForce
will be coming to
Dordt's campus on March 8. The views
expressed here are soley those of the
interviewee.
Q: How did you

Equality

Klae (

get invobled. iQ the

A: I go to school across the street from
a private Baptist University. A fellow rider
and myself talked to the president of the
college to ask him about the possibliity of
holding Coming Out Day on their campus.
He said no and sent us an article about
a group of students traveiing across the
nation doing queer activism. I knew it
was something I wanted to do ever since
I received that article.

-

and many
churches across the nation. I am not
going to get to deep into this, as this topic
is what the ride is for. However, I feel that
someone's sexual orientation has nothing
to do with their religion and how they
worship. Sexual orientation should not
bar anyone from something as beautiful
as education or the religious experience.
;.;.,

Q: Are homosexuals
mistreated
by
Christians?
A: Yes, this is why we stress the theme
of love so much. Often people get caught
up so much in how they interpret the
Bible fhat they forget the final Issue of
loving their neighbor. I can not speak
for everyone, but that I know that I
personally am constantly on the receiving
end of derogatory language, and often it
is from people who identify themselves
as Christians. This is another reason
why I came on the Equality Ride; I do not
understand how someone who follows
the teachings of love from Jesus Christ
can openly discriminate against an entire
group of people and feel justified in their
actions.

Q: What kind of responses do you get
from students on other campuses?
A: This is my first year on the ride, so I
can only answer with how responses
have been for me; before the ride has
started (Dordt is actually the first stop
the East bus is visiting). I have received
many Face book and e-mail messages
from students who are supportive of the
Equality Ride. Some of them currently
understand
our stance
and some
do not, but are willing to listen to us.
Some students think that the ride is not
needed (these are very few). Almost all
of the contact that I have had with Dordt
students has been very positive and
greatly outweighs the few negative things
the other riders and I have heard. The
response on campuses is very different
depending on the environment we are
entering. From what I understand, most
people, while they do not necessarily
agree with what we are saying, are willing
to listen, which is a wonderful thing. It's
all about calm dialogue, not a heated
debate. Debates go nowhere and we will
not be having them.

Q: What do you think of the stereotype
of. homosexuals
chosing
that type
of lifestyle
because
of traumatic
experiences?
A: I think it is a misinformed stereotype. I
never had a traumatic experience in my
life that I can link to my seemingly different
sexual orientation. I think that everyone
goes though various forms of traumatic
experiences In their lives and we always
take something from them, which is what
they are for. However, I do not think that
human sexuality is something so simple
that one experience in your life could
alter that.

Q: 00 you believe that you can be
a practicing
homosexual
and
a
Christian? Why or why not?

Q: What do you hope to accomplish
by coming to Oordt's campus?
A: This can be summed up by giving

you the goal of Soulforce, the group that
sponsors the Equality Ride. We hope
to achieve freedom for lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender people from
religious and political oppression through
the practice of relentless nonviolent
resistance. For many students at private
reiigious institutions, life is miserable.
Often so miserable that they are forced
ij e
eir 'fe in secret and suppress
their own rue s
alit. Ollen these
same students are not receiving heip or
support from their family, school, friends
or church and they feel the only way out
is suicide. This is an extreme, but a very
real one. Is this fair? No.
Q: How do you expect Oordt to react
to the Equality Ride?
A: It is going to be a good stop. We are
going to have a wonderful day and talk
to many people and have the chance to
share our story and hear the stories of
others.
Q: What is your schedule
while at
Oordt?
We plan to attend chapel, have lunch and
dinner with students, staff and faculty,
give two presentations for the school
to watch and interact with. We will also
have time to sit at the Humble Bean and
the Lounge and talk about whatever the

Q: 00 homosexuals (in your opinion)
choose to be homosexual?
A: No.

Riders worship

4

outside

students want to talk about. My only wish
is this: I hope that Dordt students do not
let our status of Equality Riders cloud their
vision of what we truly are. We are young
adults just like Dordt students, many of
us are still students ourselves and we
are human beings, just iike everyone at
Dordt. I would encourage everyone to
have conversations about homosexuality
with Equality Riders, but I also hope that
you will be able to find a Rider that you
have common interests with and talk
about those interests also.
Q: .What do you hope to change in
Christian perspectives?
A: I just want people to understand that
this is an issue of love. You cannot "Ioye
the sinner and hate the sin." That Is not
love. Hate is right there, bright as day.
I want everyone to remember that, as
Jesus said, at the end of the day, the most
important commandment is to love your
neighbor as yourself. We can interpret
the Bible we want all day when it comes
to the six "clobber passages" against
homosexuality. However, this just hides
the bottom iine issue of love.
For more information on the Equality
Ride, visit www.equalityride.com or email
Adam at adam@equalityride.com.

North Central University

during

the 2006 Equality

Ride.
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Disaster extravaganza
auditorium, where he collapsed to the
ground.
Luckily, John Vanden Berg, Jon's
roommate, was there to help. As Jon lay
on the ground repeating to himself, "Oh,
this is not good, this is not good," Vanden
Berg found words to comfort him: "Oh,
Jon, stop acting--the scene is done."
When he realized something was
really wrong, Vanden Berg helped Jon
to the Dordt Rec Center, where a trainer
diagnosed his ankle as sprained. After
a painful, sleepless night and missing
the Campus Health Services nurse, Jon
went to the Sioux Center Medical Clinic
for X-rays.
The doctor gave Jon the
news, he said, "Jon, you broke your foot
(long pause) ... three times."
The diagnosis made Jon a bit
queasy. He broke his navicular bone (the
bone below the arch and above the ankle
in his foot) 3 times and shattered the

'cause I was bored." Every nurse wanted
to
know the story behind the break as
Staff Writer
well, and Jon says he "had to explain
the jumping, but left out the screaming
"CINDERELLA!" was the last word
'Cinderella'."
Jon Bushnell yelled before he became,
Back at Dordt, Jon has been finding
as he says, "a cripple."
ways to cope with his new handicap.
I went to Jon's apartment a week
He went to HyVee and took the electric
after the accident to get the full story.
scooter for a test drive. "You can get
Sitting in his recliner, crutches on the
up to pretty good speeds on a straight- .
floor and boot in the air, Jon began telling
away", he says.
me the fateful tale.
Jon's also found a new usefulness
At the Thursday
rehearsal
in
for his injury. On the night ofthe interview,
the BJ Haan Auditorium before Talent
Jon explained that his foot had been
Extravaganza, or TX, everything seemed
aching, and from a suggestion of a friend
to be running smoothly. The skits were
Jon discovered, "I think I can predict the
done by group of travelers who had just
weather!"·
At this idea, Jon's roommate
reached their destination - California.
Brad
Redeker
adds, "My grandma's
Jon's character, being a bit eccentric,
knees
can
do
that!"
Jon is proud to say
jumped out of the car, and - with a
that
because
of
his
broken
foot, he can
running start - off the stage.
now
enter
the
ranks
of
the
"elite
group of
"This needs to be the grand entrance
elderly
meteorologists."
to California," Jon says. "The excitement
Along with his new-found
to see my favorite
Disney
successes,
Jon hasdiscovered
character, Cinderella, couldn't
·Becky Love
As Jon lay on the ground repeating
to himself,
"Oh,
some
hidden
dangers with his
be contained." In a very serious this is not good, this is not good," [his roommate
Jon Bushnell stands outside the BJ
injury as well. The distance to
tone Jon adds, "Who would take John] Vanden Berg found words to comfort
him:
Haan Auditorium,
where the fateful
class,
Jon says, "is so much
the steps when you could jump
accident
took
place.
"Oh, Jon, stop acting--the
scene is done."
further when you are crippled."
and run for all you're worth?"
And it doesn't help that all the
know that it's legal to pass.
The talent show's last act,
rest.
Emergency
surgery
was
scheduled
sidewalks
at
Dordt
are
sloped.
Using
Craig
Van
Drunen,
another
a band, was still removing equipment
in Sioux City in which the doctors made
crutches makes Jon aware of the incline
roommate, wa
le.tnJake over for Jo
from the stage, and both stage exits were
as one- shoulder always seems to nse
as master of ceremonies of TX. Jon still
an incision and screwed the bona back
clogged. In the excitement of the scene,
together.
above the other.
enjoyed the show from his own honorary
Jon says that he believed the only thing
"Ice is my biggest enemy," Jon says.
Jon's
hospital
stay
was
not
spot in the audience, and says it was
for his character to do was take a running
all together regrettable.
. At first he With crutches, Jon now has four legs and
"kinda fun" to see Craig act out the part
leap off the stage and continue running
says, "They left me in a room with a his struggles against. the "Bambi effect"
he had written. It was still entertaining,
down the aisle of the BJ Haan. (He added
have increased. He describes this effect
wheelchair for a long time," with the only
even without the leaping and screaming
later, that the reason for jumping may
as that moment when a person steps out "Cinderella!"
entertainment of a screensaver of fish
also have been that the entire Dynamic
Jon believes he has covered all his
Dance team was on the stage and he swimming. The only thing for Jon to do onto the ice and all four legs just fly out
from under them.
was "pop wheelies" to pass the time.
bases. He has already warned Pastor
"didn't want to act like a baby.")
Eventually, he ventured out of the room
Traffic jams seem to be another
Rod that if he should ever get the urge to
Jon says that his "really cool jump"
and down the hallway. A nurse caught
obstacle for Jon. He wants to let other
jump off the stage during chapel that he
wasn't just straight down from the stage;
should "resist." And for any other chapel
him leaving, but Jon explained to her in students know that if they see him
he leapt up into the air, past the first pew
hobbling along on the sidewalk to "just
speakers, or performers, or anyone
and twisted to avoid the second.
He his "whisper voice", "I'm escaping."
pass me." Jon says, "You're not helping
Jon had fun with the nursing staff
standing on the stage of the BJ Haan
knew something was wrong when he
at the hospital. The discovery of the call
me at all by standing behind." Still in for whatever reason, Jon added this
landed, but for the sake of the skit, Jon
button on his bed was not lost or wasted.
good spirits, Jon adds that he's thinking
experienced wisdom: "It doesn't seem
couldn't end the scene. "The adrenaline
of getting a "slow moving vehicle sign for that far down ... but it is."
He says that he would ding it for the
was pumping," Jon explains. So he kept
nurses to shut the door or just "ding it [his] backpack," just to let other students
running until he reached the back of the
Grace

Venhuizen

Poll taken by Naomi De Boer and Becky Love

DORDT COLLECE STUDENT POLL:
"Do you think a homosexual can be a Christian?"
o

A. Yes, if they are not

•

c:
o

practicing.

~
Q)

c

:::l

B. No, the Bible condemns all
forms of homosexuality.

0-

8.8

..

j

C. Yes, even if they are
practicing homosexuals, they
are still considered Christians if
they are trying to ch,:mge..

(J)

c

«

AL~~~_

D. It's not for us to decide, only
God knows their heart.

2

5

4

6

8

10

12

Number of students agreeing with statement

14

16

I

J
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Jeremy Westra

The actresses from 'As It Is In Heaven' perform
again this weekend--Feb. 28, Mar. 1 and 2.

during

last week's dress rehearsal.

The theatre production

will be showing

~AsIt Is In Heaven'

Alvin Shim
Staff Writer

Mm-hmm. Nine ladies
doing laundry, baking, singing
and dancing begin to quarrel
and ddmn eaCl I otller. know, I
know! The twist is that the year
is 1837, and they're Shakers.
The set is simple and
bold, neatly presenting the
symmetrical way of the Shaker
people. The props centered
mostly around five benches.
Shakers stress the "plain and
simple." The choreography is
systematic and orderly, without
embellishment; paired and
circular.
The director's (Jeri
Schelhaas) notes give sufficient
background information on the
Shakers for the play's context
and pique enough interest
into this group of people who,
though once numbering 5,000
members, have fewer than
twelve today. Who were these
people who believed in a man-

God (Christ) and a woman-God
(Mother Ann Lee)? Who, when
they reach a certain age, sign a
life-long Covenant that pledges
everything they own to their
community? They have some
interesting ideas: they believe
in celibacy, they "don't need
men anymore," and everything
is perfect.
The play opens with the girls
flanking the stage in a unified,
a capella song, followed by a
public confession of sins. It's
okay; it's very, very funny. From
there, daily life in a female
Shaker community is observed,
as are several demonstrations
of worship through song and
dance. But what seems out of
place is the dramatically lit (by
Lee Mellema) and executed
interrogation-the
first of which
is on Danielle Roos' character,
Polly.
"What did you see?"
Fanny (Emily Stam) and
Izzy (Justine Moelker) are
also asked this question in

their own, later interrogations.
keep everything the way it is
Where Polly is reluctant and
(except when she gives the
denies that she saw anything
line, "Sometimes we need to
at all, Fanny and Izzy are both
change the way we do things":
excited and eager, although
what the heck?). Phoebe and
unable, to explain their visions.
Betsy (Jenna Veenbaas and
Scenes transition very
Melissa Schans) playa more
smoothly from one to the
personal and friendly role in
next, especially from Izzy's
raising the girls. The chemistry
interrogation to finding Fanny
and timing between all the
and following her past the
actresses is evident and clear;
meadow where the initial
. one has to believe it is natural
visions take place. What
since theater practice and
happens then is the greatest
preparation take over the life
character exposure in the play.
of a college student. They, or
Fanny's bold and wholesome
rather their characters, spent a
confidence, Izzy's loveable
lot of time together.
childish glee and Polly's
It's an interesting and
negativity are highlighted in red.
meticulous play about Shakers
While these three
and changing times. If you don't
have their visions, the rest
go to observe a glimpse of
of the community-mostly
Shaker life, go for the dancing
authority figures-guide
and singing. If not, go for the
and counsel them and, in
Southern accents. If not that
doing so, give the audience
either, go for the comedy ...
more of an understanding of
or the tenderness. If neither
their utopia. Head honcho,
of those work, go for Justine
Hannah (Anna Venhuizen,
Moelker's performance as a 12the eldress) attempts to
year-old. It's enchanting.

Men's Cilee club: reborn. and rising
Nathan Nykamp
Staff Writer
They sing with passion,
they sing with vigor, they sing
with camaraderie. They've
already performed the world
debut of Cornelius Bensma's
"The Canons of Dordt." They'~
the Canons, the rebirth of the
men's Glee club. Dr. Kornelis,
the director, explained at the
first meeting that to participate
in the Canons, you should want
the following things: to have fun,
sing well, and impress the girls.

Other than that, there are no set
criteria to join the Canons. The
group is open to anyone; you do
not need to be in Concert Choir
or Chorale, and there are no
auditions (it's really very easy).
The Canons practice every
Thursday night at 9:00 p.rn. in
the choir room. You can join at
any time; come as often as you
can, and if you miss a day, Dr.
Kornelis promises that "no one
is going to come after you." So
come and sing with vigor and
spread some genuine camaraderie: come join the Canons.

Dr. Komelis directs 'The Canons'--fo'
Glee club'--at a recent Thursday eve.
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Amazing Crace: fighting for a better world
Jurgen Boerema
Staff Writer
When one usually thinks of "history," one thinks of note-taking, long lectures and struggling to stay awake. It is
fortunate, however that "Amazing Grace"
contains none of these elements. Instead
"history" is presented in a little bit more
palatable form. In this case, loan Gruffudd steps out of Reed Richard's shoes
from Fantastic Four and becomes someone more compelling: William Wilberforce.
Wilberforce is an 18th-century politician with quiet grace and purpose. He is
first seen in the movie recovering from an

illness in the care of some close friends.
While recovering he has an opportunity
to reflect on the previous years of his
romantic campaigning to end slavery.
Much of the movie resides here, in bits of
flashback and then revert to the present.
At the time of the flashback, William
is struggling with how to balance a Christian life and a political life. He meets with
John Newton (writer of the song "Amazing Grace") and later a group of abolitionists who tell him that he can be both a
Christian and a politician. He teams up
with his friend William Pitt to introduce a
bill to end slavery. Parliament seems to
resemble most political talk shows today
except this time there are hundreds of
people yelling instead of two or three. A

world begins to emerge where men run supporters and tries for one last push.
frantically to deliver secret messages,
This is a drama very steeped in the
people whisper earnestly in backrooms,
elements of the time. Women prance
and card games are turned into clandesabout in peacock hairdos and men flaunt
tine political deal-making. Wilberforce
their flowery love of language. British huassembles a group of sympathetic polimor is also present in even the smallest
ticians and supporters to go to work on areas of the film. Political debate and disgetting the issue passed.
cussion become very moving when there
Timing works against William as al- is a strong choir to step in during the key
lies prove not so dependable and ideas
parts. The defining moment of the film
for radical changed are dismissed as secomes from the sight of Wilberforce with
ditious in a time of war. His health begins
hordes of Parliament members literally in
to decline and he withdraws from political
his face, still yelling at the top of his lungs
life. Then the movie takes us to the presfor something he truly believes in. The
ent where he is still struggling with his end notes tell us that Wilberforce died
perceived faiiure. His future wife, Barba- _"fighting for a better world." Would that
ra, encourages him to take up the cause
rest of us would do the same.
again. He assembles some of his old

Out&About
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Staff Writer
The city of Ctifton is not going to
the dogs. At least not if the City Councit has anything to do about it. Later this
month, the council is expected to introduce an ordinance setting a limit on how
long dogs can bark.
Noisy canines will be defined as
those that bark for more than 30 minutes
on two consecutive days.
'l11lr"My"atreaay has nuisance and
"noise laws that can be used to address
annoying and distUrbing noises such as
constant barking." But officials said those
laws are sometimes difficult to enforce.
Police have to investigate complaints,
and the city Health Department sent 11
letters last year warning that a summons
could be issued if the barking continued,
health officer John Biegel said. Clifton
has issued 3,756 dog licenses this year.
Getting a summons is rare, because the
person who complained must go to court
to sig n a complaint.
Fines for the new ordinance could
start at $250, Biegel said.
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Stylists:
Renae Visscher, Missy Driesen,
Gwen Van Roekel, Alissa Roetman,
Carmen Mulder, Allison Bjorn,
Mandi Hoekstra, and Katie DeVos
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Jill Hiemstra

The parent company of KFCand
Taco Bell, still smarting from last year's
E. coli scare, has been forced back into
damage-control
mode after television
cameras caught rats scampering around
a restaurant floor. As health inspectors
descended on a KFC and Taco Bell eatery in Manhattan's GreenwiCh Village
on Friday, ¥lJITl Brands Inc. hastened to
sh.Q)tfthat it also_taldng4he'-l'Odents"
seriously.
The franchise owner "is actively addressing this issue," the statement said,
adding that the restaurant will remain
closed until Ihe problem is "completely
resolved."
A TV crew discovered the rat infestation and began filming through a window of the bUilding early Friday. About a
dozen rats were filmed racing around the
restaurant's floors, playing with each other and sniffing for food as they dashed
around tables and children's high chairs.
The restaurant was not open at the lime,
and the company later said construction
in the basement on Thursday appeared
to have stirred up the rats.

Located in Center Mall

8

Call for an appointment at 722-0008
Walk-ins welcome
Come check us out in our new day spa, opening
soon in the southwest corner of Centre Mall!
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Blades season ends, leaves
high hopes for coming year
Jesse Veenstra
Staff Writer
Just as another massive snow storm
moved through the Siouxland, the Dordt
Blades finished up a surprising solid season on the ice. After a disappointing season last year, the Blades used a combination of experience and freshman talent
to exceed expectations this season.
Last weekend marked the end of
the Blade's 2006-2007 as they played in
the conference tournament. Friday night
marked another heated battle against
long-time rival South Dakota State University, with the Blades dominance too
much, Dordt spanked SDSU 9 to 3, propelling them into the championship game
on Saturday.
The championship
saw a hardfought battle between Dordt and Iowa
State. The Blades outplayed and outshot
ISU, but the Cyclone goalie proved to be
too much for the Blades as he held them
scoreless on 43 shot attempts. The final
score saw the Blades drop 4-0 with ISU
scoring an empty netter as the 3rd period

wound down. "Although we (Blades) did
not come out ahead, we are still extremely pleased with our dramatic turn around
from last season," said sophomore Matt
Chesla .•
The season had many great mo
ments, including beating Blade rivals
four out of five times, including three in
overtime. Dordt also gave University
of Northern Colorado one of their best
games only losing 8-7 to this perennial
powerhouse that finished first in the Pacific Region.
The Blades ended up finishing the
season 6th out of over 30 teams in the
Pacific Region, narrowly missing the top4 placement that would have sent the
team to Nationals.
Says captain Jared Rempel, "We
regained a winning attitude thai we lost
last year. Next year, we are setting our
goals higher, looking to represent Dordt
at the National level."
Only losing two players next year
(Corey Dykstra and Jeremy Bakker), the
Blades look to build on their success and
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Orange City
Movie-Line 737-8866
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Credit & Debit Cards

Evenings: Adults $6.75, Children & Seniors $4.75
Matinees: Adults $5.75, Children & Seniors $4.75
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Wild Hogs PG13

NP

Fri & Mon-Thu7:00,9:30
Sat & Sun(1:30,4:00)7:00,9:30

Letters From Iwo Jima

R

Fri & Mon-Thu7:30,Sat & Sun(2:00)7:30

Bridge to Terabithia
Aaron Huisman

Music & Lyrics
Blades captain Jared Rempel goes after the puck during the championship
game vs. ISU.
make a run deep into the postseason
next year. "We are looking forward to next
year. We only lose two guys, and have a
few good commitments for next year. We
should be very tough," said Chesla.
The Blades finished the season
with a 21-11 record.

PG

Fri & Mon-Thu7:10,9:25
Sat & Sun(1:40,4:10)7:10,9:25
PG13

Fri & Mon-Thu7:15,9:35
Sat & Sun (1 :35,4:25)7:15,9:35

Ghost Rider

PG13 NP

Fr; & Mon-Thu7:05,9:30
Sat& Sun(1:45,4:15)7:05,9:30

The Number 23 R
Fri & Mon-Thu7:10, 9:25
Sat & Sun(1:40,4:10)7:10,9:25

Reno 911: Miami

R

Fri & Mon-Thu7:25,9:40
Sat& Sun(1:50,4:30)7:25,9:40

tracb athletes represent Dordt
Amanda Henke
Staff Writer
The Dordt men's and women's
track teams traveled to Lincoln, Neb.
last Saturday to compete iii the Great
Plains Athletic Conference championships and to make one last attempt at
qualification for the national meet. The
women took fourth overall, while the
men's team finished sixth in the eleventeam league ..
Leading the way for the Defender
women was the strong 4x800 and 4x400
relays. The winning 4x800 team of Tami
Wieringa, Sierra Zomer, Joy Horstman
and Abbie Soodsma finished in a time of
9:36.28, dominating the competition by
over five seconds. Qualifying for nationals and taking third in the conference,

the 4x400 team of Soodsma, Zomer,
Horstman and Sarah Sikkema finished
in a time of 4:04.35.
Jen Kempers qualified for nationals in three individual events, scoring
conference points for her team in the
process. Kempers was the gold medalist in the 1000 meter race in a time
013:00.75, piaced fourth in the mile in
5:15.11 and again in the high jump with
a finishing height of 5'3", matching her
best for the season.
Completing the individual scoring for the women's team were Wieringa (4th, 1000m), Zomer (3rd, 800m),
Horstman (4th, 800), Sikkema (4th,
400m), Jeanetta Groenendyk (7th, 60m
hurdles), Soodsma (7th, 600m) and
Christina Beimers (7th, 60m).
For the men, the scoring was led

by two second-place finishes for Dan De
Jong in the triple jump (47'5.25") and
the high jump (6'6"), two events he had
already qualified in for the national meet.
Josh De Jong also scored points in the
triple jump with his 43'4.25" finish.
The 4x400 relay of Brett Kroeze,
Mark Eekhoff, Josh De Jong and Brent
Van Schepen finished 6th in a time of
3:27.53. Eekhoff also scored individually in the 600, qualifying for the national meet, while Van Schepen finished
second in the 800m in a time of 1:56.77.
Also scoring with an 8th place finish was
the 4x800 team of David Christensen,
Nathan Mulder, Jathan Robinson and
Joel De Haan, clocked at 8:41.66.
Those qualifying for the national
meet will represent Dordt College in
Johnson City, Tenn., March 8-10.

401 9th Street
Sheldon
Movie-Line 324-2121
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Fri & Mon-Thu7:20,9:25
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Create the perfect setting for your wedding day:

Inspiring ~edding Invitations
& Accessories by •.
Available at Haan Printing located in the Dordt
College copy center. Call 712-722-6050 to set
up an appointment to view our catalogues.
Haan Printing is the only authorized •

dealer in this area.

